24th Cen.

Mehona Tre
Betazoid

Female

Terran Empire

Biography
Image from The Expanse by SyFy.

When the Terran Empire conquered Betazed it
was an easy victory. The subsequent occupation,
however, was difficult as the Betazoid people
preyed on the minds of the Terrans. The Empire
countered this by employing greedy Betazoids to
fight against the mental sabotage and a culture of
collaboration was born. Today that way of life has
completely replaced traditional Betazoid culture.
The result is a generation of cynical, cruel
Betazoids like Mehona Tre.

As a young girl, Tre became a spy on several
different Imperial ships. By the time she had
earned a position as an official interrogator, Tre
had developed close relationships with several
Terran captains. She got a reputation for doing
whatever it takes, becoming romantically involved
with several commanding officers but also using both mental and physical torture to extract
confessions from prisoners.
Whatever she might have been in another life, Mehona Tre is a skilled and trusted servant of the Terran
Empire and a frightening one at that. She might not have the lethality of the Inquisitors or the Empire’s
deadly soldiers, but more than one suspected traitor of the Empire has been driven mad with just a day
at the hands of Mehona Tre. Even those officers who trust her with important tasks know that some of
those she has destroyed were previously Imperial officers whose ambitions went beyond their station.
By all accounts these officers were legitimately traitors but if they were targeted for some reason
there’s rarely enough of their psyches left to know for sure.

Mehona Tre as a Revolutionary

Making Mehona Tre into a secret revolutionary working from the inside against the Terran Empire
isn’t a hard thing to imagine. All Betazoids must harbor some resentment at being second-class
citizens of the Empire and there are plenty of inspirations in Star Trek series of seemingly loyal
alien servants harboring secret hatred. The real challenge is making her a unique character that
stands apart from those other examples.
Instead, Mehona Tre is a revolutionary working with Terrans. She doesn’t manipulate people and
break them down for selfishness or as the tool of some terrifying captain. Instead she works for
the same class of Terran officer that Mirror Spock worked with to change the Empire. Subtly,
slowly, she weeds out those cruel and inefficient Terrans to make room for those who will better
the Empire and push it towards a greater future.
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24th Cen.
Statistics
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The statistics note what
changes are necessary for a Major NPC.
TRAIT: Betazoid, Interrogator

Stress: 12

VALUES:

ATTACKS:

• A Keeper of Secrets is Indispensable
• Survival of the FIttest (Major NPC)

ATTRIBUTES
Control
Fitness
Presence

12
9
12

Daring
Insight
Reason

04
03
02

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

10
12
10
01
01
02

For Major NPC add +1 to Security and Medicine. This
adds +1 to Stress.

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

For the Major NPC, add 1A to each damage.
• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 4A Knockdown,
1H, Non-lethal)
• Phaser type-I (Ranged, 5A, 1H, Charge,
Hidden)
• Escalation Phaser type-II (Ranged, 6A, 1H,
Charge)

SPECIAL ABILITIES

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

Resistance: 0

Reading Minds
Interrogation
Intimidation (Major NPC)
Deception (Major NPC)

Star Trek Adventures

• Interrogation (Talent, p. 137)
• Telepath (Talent, p. 105)
• Induce Distress: Like many Betazoids in the

Terran Empire, Mehona Tre can force
feelings of stress and panic on other minds.
This is an Insight + Control (Difficulty 2)
Task that can be performed at Medium
range. If she succeeds, all Tasks attempted
by the target have their Difficulty increased
by 1 until Tre’s next Task.
• Traitor Minds: Mehona Tre has a knack for
imagining the mental state of traitors and
anticipating their actions. Whenever she
succeeds at a Task to interpret information
about a suspect using Insight, Tre generates
1 bonus Threat which may only be used for
the Obtain Information spend.
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